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The Blab is Epic Word 
Adventure’s very own FREE 
news source for kids, keeping 
readers up to date with 
everything happening in 
Blabberville. Bringing you 
everything from the latest 
in-game avatar outfits, to 
exclusive interviews with the 
characters, the newspaper is 
the player’s vocabulary-rich 
guide to the game.

This newspaper is designed for 
kids so share it with them. It’s 
funny and crammed with new 
(and challenging) vocabulary!
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Breaking 
News: Who Let 
the Dogs (and 
Drone) Out? 

Meet Barksy, your ticket into Blabberville. 
You’ll play as the word-hungry hound who 
lives to spray the streets of Blabberville 
with words so epic they could go into their 
own gallery. This is where street art meets 
street smarts!  

Armed with nothing but spray cans and a 
scooter, Barksy finds new words to tag by 
exploring the city, doing epic tricks, and 
completing missions for a defective drone.

Oh yeah, that’s right! It’s official. 
Blabberville is a drone zone. That’s 
right, you’ve got a new bot buddy! And 
just who is your new pal? It’s Ding, the 
flying microwave drone! This defective 
droid will give you new missions as you 
scoot around town. 

The more spray cans Barksy finds, the 
more Barksy is able to graffiti. You have 
to reach epic heights and do even-more-
epic scooter tricks to catch those cans! It’ll 
be the video game your parents let you 
play every day of the week.
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You’re a street artist now and you’ve got 
to dress the part. Look as creative as you 

feel. Try riding Glazed and Confused 
from the Scooter Garage. Unlock 
hundreds of outfits and scooters 

as you learn and earn.

Puppy paws in lobster claws? Yes, you 
heard right! This week’s latest creation 

took to the catwalk (don’t tell the dogs…). 
Turning heads in red, the Extravagant 
Lobster outfit stuns from nose to tail, 

complete with splendid matching whiskers 
and pincers. Check out the Extravagant 

Lobster outfit and go from scoot to cute!
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The actual word graffiti comes from the 
Italian word “grafffiato”, which means 
“scratched”. That’s because some of the 
first graffiti was produced by scratching 
designs into a surface (fun fact: the first 
spray can was only invented in 1927). 
The word originates from Greek γράφειν - 
graphein - meaning “to write”. And if that 
isn’t epic, we don’t know what is! 

The Writing’s 
On The Wall:
What’s the Deal 
with Graffiti?
Did you know graffiti is one of the 
oldest forms of art around? (We see 
you, trendy cavemen!) Actually, graffiti 
has been part of Ancient Greek, Roman, 
Egyptian, Mayan, Indian, and many 
other cultures too!

Graffiti has been used by archeologists 
to see how well Ancient Romans could 
read and write by looking at the spelling 
mistakes they made! (Can you imagine 
making a spelling mistake so bad they put 
you in history books?) 
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 of the day:

grit

“Grit. I can and I will.”

Hey intrepid artist. Your word of the 
month is something every good spray 
can-wielding warrior has: courage, 
resolve, and strength of character.

(And if your parents ask why you’re 
playing video games, use that grit 
to tell them that you’ve just learned 
a new word!)
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Do jokes 
really make 
you smarter!?
Hey! Did you know that jokes actually 
change your brain chemistry? Yep. When 
you find something funny, dopamine is 
released into your brain to make you 
feel happy. That means that if you laugh 
while you learn new words then you will 
remember them because they made 
you feel INCREDIBLE.

Dear Blab,

Town has just been littered with 
random items recently! I’ve noticed 

spray cans, keys, and wheels in 
bizarre places! We heard they’re 
connected to some word game 

with the most sophisticated scooter 
ramps and parks the App Store has 

ever seen. Is this true? 

Love, 
Bewildered In Blabberville 

Dear Bewildered In Blabberville,

Yes, it’s true! Those items might 
seem like random stuff but they’re 
actually pieces of missions to learn 
thousands of words. You may have 

to scoot around a bit and hop 
between worlds, but all those keys 

will unlock new items, the wheels will 
unlock new tricks, and spray cans 
will trigger new words to learn! We 

can’t wait for you to get started and 
earn while you learn. 

The Blab
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StreetSmart 
Scoot hacks:

If you want to turn heads in town, you 
should show everyone you’re a natural-
born scooter star! And what better way to 
do that than with some fancy tricks? 
To perform a trick, scoot up to the start of 
any ramp and hit the trigger button that 
appears to watch Barksy go! Why not try:
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OUT NOW!

Epic Word Adventure 
hurtles into December! 

What our kid testers say...

‘Finally! We can play video games all day and our 
parents think we’re studying.’

‘I’ve never even SEEN such a stylish avatar. 
It’s like fashion week all the time!’

‘The best scooter word game on the face of the planet.’
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What Do 
You Think? 
Click on five words that 
describe you and find out how 
many kids agree with you...

creative

athletic

dramatic

tenacious

hilarious

timid

calm

ambitious

relentless

adaptable

unruly

fiery

inquisitive

amicable

personable

fearsome

awesome

gorgeous

cunning
crafty

wise

speedy

contemplative
artisticthoughtful

sensitive

determined


